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Abstract. Theclimatology
ofozone
produced
bytheCanadian
MiddleAtmosphere
Model(CMAM) ispresented.
Thisthree-dimensional
globalmodelincorporates
the
radiative feedbacksof ozoneand water vapor calculated on-line with a photochemical
module. This module includesa comprehensivegas-phasereaction set and a limited
set of heterogeneousreactions to account for processesoccurring on background
sulphate aerosols. While transport is global, photochemistryis solved from about
400 hPa to the top of the model at •95 km. This approach provides a complete
aud comprehensiv• •up•esentatlon o• transport emission, and •,ho•o•mlotry
of
various constituents from •he surface •o •he mesopauseregion. A comparison of
model results wi•h observationsindicates •hat •he ozonedistribution and variability
are in agreemen• wi•h observationsthroughou• mos• of •he model domain. Column

ozone annual variation is representedto within 8-10% of the observationsexcept
in •he SouthernHemispherefor springtimehigh latitudes. The vertical ozone
distribution is generally well representedby •he model up •o •he mesopauseregion.
Nevertheless, in •he upper s•ra•osphere, •he model generally underestimates •he
amount of ozoneas well as •he latitudinal •il•ing of ozoneisople•hsa• high latitude.
Ozone variability is analyzed and compared with measurements. The comparison
shows •ha• •he phase and amplitude of •he seasonal variation as well as shorter
timescale variations are well represented by •he model a• various latitudes and
heights. Finally, the impac• of incorporating ozone radiative feedback on •he model
climatology is isolated. I• is found •hat •he incorporation of ozoneradiative feedback
results in a cooling of •8 K in •he summer s•ra•opause region, which corrects a
warm bias •ha• results when climatological ozone is used.

constituents, each with their own photochemical and
transport characteristics, which allows for a multitude
Global modeling of ozone is essentialto address cliof indirect effects. Ozone is also at the heart of very
mate issuessuchas ozonetrends[World Meteorological important feedbacksbetween transport, radiation, and
Organization(WMO), 1999].To understandthe details photochemistry, and its own distribution needs to be
of suchphenomena, it is necessaryto use comprehensive
carefully represented given its role in the balance bemodeling tools that can incorporate a multitude of protween important forcing mechanisms.
cessesand interactions, including atmospheric interanMiddle atmospheremodels(MAMs) are powerfultools
nual variability, to study the potential causesand signifto incorporate, directly or via parameterizations, the
icance of natural and anthropogenicperturbations. It
various processeswhich are considered to be imporis also necessaryto considerthe atmosphere as a global
tant to address such issues. However, these models
system and to address questionsabout long-term couare also computationally expensive, complex, and sufpling mechanismsbetween the various regions which
fer from major limitations in terms of their represenbecome important over timescalesof several decades.
tation of subgrid-scale processes. Currently, an imOzone is dependent on a large number of atmospheric
portant source of uncertainty for MAMs concernsthe
1.

Introduction

Copyright 2000 by the American Geophysical Union.
Paper number 2000JD900427.

0148-0227/ 00/ 2000JD900427509.00

role played by gravity-wave drag (GWD) processes.
Their effects are generally included via parameterization schemesand can affect, directly or indirectly, important features observed in species distributions. In
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polar regions the direct impact on ozone can be particularly important given the role GWD plays in the

an extended domain produces a good representation
of the ozone distribution and variability over a wide

determination

range of spatio-temporal scales. The paper highlights
the model's capability to incorporate variousfeedbacks
and forcing mechanisms.Some discussionon potential
model improvementsin various areas is also presented.

of the

meridional

circulation

and

con-

sequently on the strength and evolution of the polar

vortices[Garcia and Boville, 1994]. Other problemareas in MAMs

include

issues which are associated

with

the representation of tropical ascent, subtropical mix-

ing barriers[Mote et al., 1996; Volk et al., 1996],and
the lack of a proper representationof the quasi-biennial

oscillation[WMO, 1999,chap.7].
In spite of these difficulties, the implementation of
comprehensivechemical schemesinto MAMs in an interactive manner is now seenas being important for climate

studies.

Recent

studies

have shown that

MAMs

can successfullyincorporate comprehensivephotochemistry modules to reproduce several basic characteristics

of the ozonestratosphericclimatology[e.g.,Eckmanet
al., 1995; Raschet al., 1995]. Suchmodels,and others using parameterized photochemistry,have been already employedto investigateozone depletionscenarios

and climate-relatedissuessuchas dilutioneffects[e.g.,
Cariolle et al., 1990; Eckmanet al., 1996]. The Canadian Middle Atmosphere Model utilizes a comprehensive approach whereby prognostic ozone is calculated
and used every time step to calculate radiative processes. The transport of long-lived speciesis applied
over the full model domain which includes the troposphere, the mesosphere, and the lower thermosphere.

2. Model Description
The CanadianMiddleAtmosphereModel (CMAM) is
a vertically extendedand modifiedversionof the general
circulationmodel (GCM) of the Canadian Centre for
Climate Modellingand Analysis(CCCma) [McFarlane
et al., 1992]. It is a spectralmodel with a hybrid vertical coordinate which is terrain following near the surface and changesto a pressurecoordinate throughout
the middle atmosphere. This version of the model is
run with 50 levels and T32 spectral resolution in the
horizontal and uses a 15-rain time step. In the middle atmosphere the vertical resolution is •3 km, and
the model top is at p = 0.000637 hPa or about 95 kin.
The climatology of the earlier version of the CMAM

was describedby Beagleyet al. [1997],and preliminary results with the chemical module were presented

by de Grandprdet al. [1997]. To describethe momentum deposition by a broad spectrum of subgrid-scale

gravity waves(GWs), the parameterizationschemeof
Medvedev
andKlaassen
[1995]is used.In thisstudy,the
The use of a higher lid (•95 km) than is traditional GW sourceisrepresented
by an isotropicwavespectrum
allowsfor a more completerepresentationof the middle launched
nearthe tropopause
asdescribed
by Medvedev
atmosphere transport which determines the distribution et al. [1998]. For orographicGWs the parameterizaof key constituentssuchas methane, nitrous oxide, and tion of McFarlane[1987]is used. We alsoemploythe
water vapor. It also providesthe opportunity of impos- middle atmosphereinfrared schemefrom Fomichevand
ing speciesboundary conditionsfarther away from the Blancbet
[1995]andFomichev
et al. [1998].
stratosphere.

The modelincludesa photochemistry
modulewhich
The ozone distribution in the stratosphereis also contains44 species
includingodd-hydrogen,odd-nitrostrongly influencedby processesoccurringin the tro- gen,odd-chlorine,
andodd-brominefamilies,N20, CFCpospheresincethe stratosphericabundances
of nitrogen 11, and CFC-12, CH3Br, CH4, and its oxidationprodoxidesand halogensare determined by the emissionand uctsincludingCO. It has 127photochemical
reactions,
transport of their troposphericprecursors.It is thus im- including34 photolysisreactions,for whichthe data are
portant to extend the calculation of the photochemistry takenfromDeMoteet al. [1994]unlessotherwise
noted.
to the upper tropospherein order to maintain adequate Photochemical
reactionsaddedsincethe earlierreport
lower boundary conditions. Ultimately, it will be im- [de Grandprd
et al., 1997]are listedin TableI and
portant to have a model where the complex chemistry are commented
on below.Transportis activethroughof the troposphereis also coupled into MAMs. Such a out the domain, while chemistryis solvedon-line from
model couldpotentially be usedto addressother impor- -•6 km to the top of the model. For this model version
tant issuessuchas the effectsof aircraft (both subsonic a spectraladvectionschemeis usedfor the transportof
and supersonic)on ozoneand climate, and the impact moisture and other chemical constituents. A full diurnal
of ozonechangesat the tropopauseon surfacetempera- cycleis simulatedwith photolysis
ratesprovidedby a
tures. Such a model would require a more detailed and lookuptable.Thechemistry
solveris a mass-conserving
accurate representationof the chemistry and dynamics, fully implicitbackward
difference
scheme[Sandilands
and in particular,of stratosphere-troposphere
exchange and McConnell,1997].
processes
[Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change Changesfrom the previousreport includethe trans-

(IPCC), 1999].

port of the chlorofiuorocarbons and the addition of

In this paper, we presentresultsfrom a multiyear integration of the model and compare them with a reference climatology in various regions. We demonstrate
that the overall approach to si•nulate ozone within

though not all formsof stratosphericchlorineand bromine have been included,the mixing ratios for both
CH3Br and the CFCs have been adjustedso that the

atomic nitrogenand methyl bromide(CH3Br). Al-
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Table

1. New Gas-Phase

Reaction

No.

Photochemical

Reactions
Reaction

(R1)
(R2)
(R3)
(R4)
(R5)

N + NO
N + on
N + O2
N q- HO2
CH3Br + OH + 02

>
>
>
>
>

N2q-O
NO+H
NO+O
OH + NO
Br + CO + 2H20

(R6)

CHaBr+ O(• D) + 02

>

OH + H20 q- CO q- BrO

(R8)
(R9)

NO + h•
CH3Br + h•

>
>

N+O
OH + BrO + CO + H20

chlorine and bromine loading of the stratosphereis appropriate for mid-1990sconditions. The halogenreservoir is maintained at 3.5 ppbv by imposing CFC-11
and CFC-12 surface mixing ratios at 0.55 ppbv and
0.93 ppbv, respectively.For methyl bromide a value of
14 parts per trillion by volume (pptv) has been used
to include

26,477

other

sources of bromine

which

have not

been taken into account. As before, nitrous oxide and
methane have their surfacevaluesspecifiedas 315 ppbv
and 1.6 ppmv, respectively. To prevent the long-term

buildup of other transported species,a dry deposition

term with a deposition
velocityof 0.3 cms-• is applied.
The addition of nitrogenatom chemistryto the model
has been made to improve the NOx distribution in the

data from DeMote et al. [1997]are usedwhere available. We have also incorporated the details of the long

wavelengthtail [Talukdar et al., 1998; Ravishankara

et al., 1998]for O(•D) productionfrom Oa photolysis. For 02 photolysis in the Schumann-RungeBands
(SRB) from 175 to 202 nm, the parameterizationof

Koppersand Murtagh [1996]has been used. The radiative transfer code itself is based on the matrix oper-

ator doubling and adding schemedescribedby Plass et
al. [1973],and moredetailsare givenby E. Griffioenand
L. Oikarinen(LIMBTRAN: a pseudothree-dimensional
radiative model for the limb-viewing imager OSIRIS on
the ODIN satellite, submitted to Journal of Geophysical
Research,1999).
The original chemical module did not have aerosol
or polar stratosphericcloud (PSC) chemistry.The results presented here still lack PSC chemistry, but in
the lower stratosphere a background aerosol climatology [WMO, 1995]hasbeenaddedto allowthe incorporation of two important hydrolysis reactions that occur

mesosphere.Thus the photolysisof NO followedby the
reaction of the N formed with the remaining NO, which
representsthe main sink for odd-nitrogen in the mesosphereand lower thermosphere,has been added along
with a few other reactions involving atomic nitrogen
(seeTable 1). Additionally,upper boundaryconditions
for odd--oxygenand odd-nitrogen of 0.01 volume mix- on sulphate aerosols:
ing ratio and 1 ppmv, respectively,have been applied
N205 + H20(a)
to account for the flux of these speciesto and from the
lower thermosphere. The description of tropospheric
BrONO2 + H20(a)

--> 2HNO3
--> HOBr + HNO3.

processeshas been improved by the addition of con-

vectivemixing using a massflux scheme[Zhang and
McFarlane, 1995] together with a shallowconvective
mixingschemebasedon convective
adjustmentlAbdella
and McFarlane, 1996].

These reactions act to convert active odd-nitrogen into
less reactive nitric acid and also result in an important additional source of HOx via the breakdown of

Photolysis values are computed by a table lookup
method; the current variables against which the inter-

aerosol distribution in the stratosphere has not been

polation is done are height, solar zenith angle (SZA),

with changesdriven by major volcanic eruptions such
as Mount Agung and Mount Pinatubo as well as many
other smaller eruptions that have penetrated the stratosphere. However, sincewe are attempting to calculate a
climatology,we have adoptedthe baselinemean average

and ozone density at a particular level. The surface
albedo used in this calculation is currently fixed to 0.3
for all wavelengths. Some allowanceis made for spherical geometry by evaluation of photodissociation rates
in the near UV and visible up to SZA < 96ø. The radiative transfer model used for calculating the rates is
a pseudosphericalnumerical model accurate for SZAs
in the range 00-92 ø, lessaccurate for larger SZAs, and
covering the wavelength range 120 to 850 nm. Intercomparisonswith other models show close agreement
for selectedspecies. Cross section and quantum yield

H20 [Lary et al., 1996]. It is well known that the
constantoverthe last 20 years[WMO, 1999, chap.3],

aerosoldistributionfrom WMO [1992,chap.8].
3.

Model

Results

For the results described herein, the model has been
run in an interactive mode by which it is meant that the
ozone and water

from the chemical

module

are used to
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Figure 1. Zonaland monthlymeandaytimeozonemixingratio (in ppmv)averaged
over10
years'(a) January,(b) April, (c) July,and(d) October.

calculate
thesolarandIR heatingwhichin turnmodify effectis morepronouncedin the winter hemispherebethedynamics
(transport
andtemperatures).
Long-livedcauseof the increasein ozone photochemicallifetime
species
wereinitializedusingthe two-dimensional
model togetherwith enhancedtransport by planetarywaves.
climatology
fromBrasseur
et al. [1990].Themodelwas In the upper stratosphere,ozoneisoplethstilt upward
run for 33 years,includinga 23-yearspin-upperiod towardthe winter hemispherewith highervaluesassoduringwhichseveralchangesweremadeto the model. ciatedwith regionsof coldertemperatures.Throughout
Forexample,reactions
on sulphateaerosol
wereimple- the mesosphere
the ozonedecreases
with height,while
mentedafter 13 yearsof integration.Comparison
with in the mesopauseregiona secondarymaximumis evithe earlierresultsshowsonly a smallimpacton the dent which is due principallyto the ozoneproduction

modelclimatebut with the expectedchanges
in the throughO2 photolysis
in the Schumann-Runge
continspeciespartitioning. An analysisof the resultsfrom the uumand to the downward
transportof atomicoxygen
last 10 yearsof the simulationis presented
below.
from the thermosphere.
3.1.

Monthly

Mean Distribution

To compare with observations,we have used the

COSPARInternational
Reference
Atmosphere
(CIRA)

The fourpanelsin Figure1 showthe model10-year ozonereference
model[Keatinget al., 1990].Figure2
zonalandmonthlymeandaytimeozonedistributionfor

assesses
the CMAM performance
throughoutthe entire

January,April, July,and October.The daytimeval- middleatmosphere
domainby presentingthe ratio of
ues have been presented since there is a diurnal varia- CMAM ozonemixing ratio to the referencemodelfor
tion in ozoneforcedby photochemistry
above•1 hPa Januaryand July. The magnitudeof the discrepancy
whichbecomes
quite large in the uppermesospherebetween the model and measurementsreaches20% in

[Brasseur
andSolomon,
1984]. The figureshows
the the upperstratospherenearthe equator. Part of this efmaincharacteristics
of the observed
ozoneclimatologyfect can be attributed to the fact that the chlorine backwith a maximumof 11 ppmvnear10 hPaat the trop- groundadoptedin this studyis about 3.5 ppbv which
icsandwith a seasonal
variationin the latitudinalpo- is significantlylargerthan the early 1980svaluescorresition of the ozone peak that followsthe direction of

spondingto the time of the measurementsused in the

the overhead
Sun.In the lowerstratosphere,
ozoneiso- CIRA compilation. Off-line calculationsindicate that
plethstilt downward
fromthe equatorto the poledue themodelozonewouldlikelyincrease
by 10%in the upto transport by the Brewer-Dobson circulation. This

per stratosphere if chlorine levels were more consistent
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Figure 2. •a•io of model 10-yearmeandaytimeozone•o CIRA [Keatin9 et al., lggO]for

with the early lg80s values. Another significantfactor
is the ozonevariation causedby the 11 year solar cycle
which is not included in the calculation of photolysis
rates. We estimate that a few percents of the discrepancies at 40 km could be associated

with

the fact that

the CIliA compilationwastaken during maximumsolar

activity [seeMcCormackandHood,19915]
Other important factors such as the transport of
ozone precursorsfrom the surfaceto the upper stratosphere also need to be addressed. It is clear that the
closureof the ozonebudgetrelieson accurateestimation

of variousconstituentssuchas C10 and NO2 [Dessler
et al., 19915]
and BrO. In the CMAM as in other models
[Hall et al., 1999]the transportof nitrousoxide,CFCs,
and other trace speciesfrom the troposphereand within
the stratosphere is generally too rapid, and this will
have a direct impact on the distribution of these key
short-lived constituents. Furthermore, the photochemical module doesnot includeall the latest improvements
in terms of photochemical rates which have been introduced in various models to produce a better closureof

the photochemical
ozonebudget[WMO, 1999,chap.t5].
This latter questionremainsto be addressed,although
some sensitivity tests have indicated that this model

generallyrespondsweaklyto suchchangesin the photochemicalrates. Finally, the useof one singledata set for
comparisonis somewhat misleading. Indeed, comparisonwith Upper AtmosphereliesearchSatellite(UAliS)
data [Croteau,lgg8] showsdiscrepancies
of the order
of 20% throughoutthe upper stratosphere,suggesting
that there may alsobe inconsistencies
(due to calibration for example) betweenthe CIP•A and Microwave
Limb Sounder(MLS) data sets. Clearly,thesedifferent

factors need to be isolatedbefore being able to fully explain the reasonsfor such discrepanciesin the region.
On another aspect the figure also showsthe model deficiencyin representingthe upward tilting of ozone isopleths at high latitude. Further experiments at higher
resolution are planned to try to address this problem
by improving the transport of ozone and its precursors.
Between 10 and 20 hPa, Figure 2 suggeststhat the
model overestimates the ozone mixing ratio by more
than 20ø-/o.
A few percentof this discrepancycan be attributed to the model ozone underestimationoccurring
above, which allowsmore radiation to penetrate into the
lower stratosphere,thereby producingmore ozonein the
region where photochemistryis lessactive in removing
it. However, our analysisindicates that the ozone transport in this region is difficult to representaccurately due
to the combined

effect of a low model resolution

and the

presenceof a strong ozone gradient. As it is, however,
the sizeable disrepanciesbetween CMAM and CILIA are
restricted to a limited region and have little impact on
the overall integrated quantities such as column ozone.
In the upper mesosphereand mesopauseregions the
model bias appears relatively large. In this region the
ozone distribution is driven by the photochemistry and
the transport of atomic oxygen. The large model dynamical variability in the region and the proximity of
the speciesboundary conditionsboth contribute to produce large uncertainties in the results. The CIP•A climatology itself indicates substantial uncertainty in the
ozone data throughout most of the region due to the
limited number of measurements used in the compilation. Given this level of uncertainty in both model and
observations,and the large amount of variability in the

26,480
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model data (seeFigure 11 below), the large ratios seen fiects the vortex-edge barrier associatedwith the SH
above 0.05 hPa do not have the same significanceas

polar night vortex, and is consistentwith climatology

those seen below.

[Warneck,1988]. Figure 4 showsthe seasonalvaria-

tion of the zonally averagedvertical profile of ozone at
3.2. Troposphere and Lower Stratosphere
58øN through the last year of the model integration.
The
downward transport from the stratosphereto troFigure 3 showsthe July ozone density from the surposphere
clearly reachesa maximum in late spring and
face to 10 hPa. In this region, ozone can be consid-

ered as a long-livedspecies(outsideregionsof regional has a minimum in late summer, consistent with the
air pollution and biomass burning, etc., as discussed waxing and waning of the Brewer-Dobson circulation
by Miiller and Brasseur[1995]),and henceits distribu- [Appenzelleret al., 1996]. In the middletroposphere
tion can provide a usefulassessmentof the model trans- the signalshowsa lag in time by a few weeksas a result
port. The figure showsthat in the troposphere,ozone of transport.
is flowing to the surfacesink with characteristicnumber
densities of --5 x 10TMmolecules cm -3. The values are a

3.3.

Middle

and Upper

little higher in the Northern than in the SouthernHemisphere,which appearsto be consistentwith the greater
mass flux from the stratosphere to the troposphere in

ozone deviation

Stratosphere

Figure 5 comparesthe time seriesat 10 hPa of the
from the annual

means for model and

observation. In both cases,ozone monthly mean values
the NH [Rosenlof
andHolton,1993;Holtonet al., 1995]. are usedfor the individual datapoints making up for the

The figure alsoshowsthat the ascentin the tropics creates a region of low ozone in the free tropospherewith

time series.The 3-year modeltime series(Figure5a) is
comparedwith the same diagnosticcalculatedfrom the

characteristic values below --5 x 1011 molecules cm -3.

singleyear CIRA data set (Figure 5b). The first panel

The tropopause, which delineates the different mixing properties of the tropospheric and stratospheric
reservoirs,is well highlighted by the ozonedistribution.
The figure clearly showsthe transition zone between
the vertically stratified lower stratosphere,where ozone
gradients are very sharp, and the tropospherewithin
which ozone is relatively well mixed. This "chemical
tropopause", as illustrated by the mixing properties
of ozone, is located near 100 hPa at the tropics and
400 hPa at high latitudes. The model also reproduces

shows that in the tropics, the model ozone exhibits a
semiannual variation with a maximum at the equinox
and a minimum at solstice. This signal in the model is
driven largely by the variation in photolysisrates with
maximum ozone production when the Sun is directly

overhead[PerilskiandLondon,1989].Overthe tropics
the amplitudeof the signal (•3%) is about a factor
of 2 smaller

than

in CIRA.

Part

of this lack of ozone

variability may be causedby the lack of a model quasi-

biennialoscillation(QBO), whichclearlyplaysa rolein
the wintermaximumin ozonenumberdensityof 6x 1012 the distribution of long-lived constituentsin this region
molecules cm-3 near 70 hPa and 60øS. This feature re[Randelet al., 1998].
10
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Figure 3. The 10-yearmeanof ozonedensityfor July (units10•2 cm-3).
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Figure 4. •ime series
ofthe zonallyaveraged
ozonecross
section(101•cm --3)at 58øNthroughout

Outside the tropics the signalbecomesannually varying with an amplitudethat increasespolewardand generally reaches•15% in midlatitudes, with the extrema
occurringcloseto solstice,in generalagreementwith the
observations.The annual variation becomeslarger at
higher latitudes since the photochemicalozone sources
and sinksare weaker and thus transport plays a much
larger role. The spring buildup is followed by a slow
summertimedecayoccurringunder the influenceof photochemistry. The particularly strong seasonalcycle at

60N

40N

60øS highlights the virtual absenceof ozone transport
acrossthe vortex edge throughout the winter, followed
by the strong intrusion associatedwith the springtime
breakdown of the polar vortex. During winter solstice
there are enhanced meridional gradients around 20ø
with relatively weak gradients in midlatitudes, consistent with the presenceof a stratospheric surf zone. A
large fraction of the model ozone variability seen outside the tropics is due to the seasonalityin the transport of ozone-rich air from the tropics into higher lati-
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out the year. Maximum mixing ratios occur in the NH
at latitudes _•60ø during the late-winter/springwhen
coarse-resolution
models.
the ozone photochemicallifetime is longest: this sugAt 3 hPa (Figure 6) the seasonalcyclein the tropics geststhat meridionaltransport at 3 hPa is most rapid
is no longer in phase with the Sun, and the maxima at this time of year. In the Southern Hemisphere, maxand minima are significantlyshifted in time compared imum mixing ratios also occur in late-winter/spring
with 10 hPa. The fact that the ozone density is out around 50ø-60øS, but the strong polar vortex prevents
of phase with the solar forcing is due to the impact of meridional transport acrossits edge, as at 10 hPa.
Figure 7 showsthe zonal averagecrosssectionof the
the temperature variations. The reaction O + O3 -+
ozone
standard deviation from the 10-year mean for
202, ko, representsa large fraction of the ozone sink
the
model
and comparesit with the CIRA climatology.
at these heights, and it is very temperature-sensitive.
Thus an increase in the temperature at equinox acts The results indicate that both the upper stratosphere
to increase the ozone sink via an increase in the rate
and lowerstratospherehavelarge variability throughout
the
year. The two model maxima in the ozonevariabil(cm-3 s-I) for the reactionko,whichcounteracts
the
production maximum at equinox. The increase in the ity at 50øN and 50øS and •1.5 hPa are located close
reaction'ssignificanceis due both to an increasein the to those of the observationsalthough they are less inrate constant and to an increase in O density since, as tense by a factor of 2 to 3. This mostly highlightsthe
fact that the model is unable to produce sufficient uptemperature increases,the rate constant for O + 02 +
M -+ O3 + M decreases. The pattern generated by ward tilt of the ozone isopleth in the winter higher latthe model is in good agreementwith the measurements, itudes. We note that this model deficiencyis not very
with a nominal amplitude of the variation for both of temperature-dependent since more recent integrations
with a significantlycoolerupper stratosphereshowthe
At midlatitudes, photolysis, temperature, and trans- same effect. In the lower stratosphere the enhanced
port are all important in driving ozonechanges.Thus at seasonalvariability seenin the model below 10 hPa is
•050øat summer solstice, model ozone at 3 hPa is actu- likely driven by an enhancedmodel transport as comally a minimumin spiteof 24-hourproduction[see,e.g., pared with observations.The location of the maximum
de Grandpr• et al., 1997, Figure 13]. This is a result variability at 45øN is in generalagreementwith observaof decreasedtransport from the tropics and increased tions, whereasthe 35øSmaximum appearsto be shifted
temperatures, the latter leading to the increaseof im- due to the strengthof the SH polar vortex in the model,
portant lossprocessesas discussedabove. This behavior which movesthe mixing barrier toward lower latitudes
is in reasonable accord with the measurements
in terms
throughout most of the year.
of magnitude. We note that the model exhibits a semiannual variation at this latitude in both hemispheres. 3.4. Mesosphere
tudes. This effect is likely enhanced by the difficulty of
representingsufficiently robust subtropical barriers in

The measurements,however, only show such a semiannual variation in the NH, whereas the SH exhibits an
annual variation with a plateau in ozone from May to
September. Meridional transport from the tropics to
higher latitudes occurswith varying strength through-

The current

version of the model includes

a reaction

set adequate to representthe ozone behavior throughout the mesosphere and lower thermosphere. In the
mesospherethe ozone photochemistry is, in some respects, simpler than in the stratosphere due to the re-
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and the •nean valuesare calculatedover the full ti•ne length of the data sets: (a) 10 years of
modelresultsand (b) singleyear of CIRA observation.

ducedi•nportanceof odd-nitrogenand halogensin the
odd-oxygenbudget. Aboveabout60 k•n, ato•nicoxygenbecomes
the •najorfor•nof Ox sinceozoneproduction frownthe 3-body reaction,O + 02 + M -• 03 + M,
falls off rapidly with height. Also, sinceozoneis photolyzedrapidlyduringthe day,it hasa distinctdiurnal

continuu•n and transport of O frownthe ther•nosphere
are alsoimportant processes.Figure 8 showsfor March
conditions

and low latitude

the ozone time series at sev-

eral pressurelevelstaken from a specialrun where the
data were stored every hour. The results show a progressivedecreaseof ozonewith altitude and a clear insignature
in the •nesosphere
andabove.The sourceof creasewith altitude of the amplitude of the diurnal variOx in the •nesosphere
is largelythe photolysisof 02 in ation. The smoothtransitionsseenat sunrise/sunset
the Schumann-Runge
bands,whereasin the overlying illustrate the overall stability of the numerical solver at
lowerther•nosphere,
photolysisin the Schmnann-Runge variousheights. The resultsare in reasonableagreement
1.6
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Figure 8. Diurnal variation of znodelozonefor March 1 at the equator: Open circles,0.3 hPa.,
closedcircles,0.2 hPa., open squares,0.1 hPa., closedsquares,0.07 hPa., and crosses,0.05 hPa.
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with the ozone diurnal behavior as measured from the

the polar night. Nevertheless,with the incorporation of
groundusingmillimeterwavelengthinstruments[e.g., chemical heating, the potential impact of such features
Kawabata et al., 1997; Sandor and Clancy, 1998, and is potentially important and will need to be addressed.

references
therein].

3.5.

For this versionof the CMAM, unusually high values

Ozone

Column

of 03 occurin the upper mesosphere
polar night (some
Figure 9a showsthe 10-year averagecolumnozone
hint of this feature can be seenin Figure 1). These time series,Figure9b showsCIRA climatology,
andFighigh ozonevaluesresult from the inadequaterepresen- ure 9c showsthe ratio of the two quantities. It is seen
tation of the HOx chemistry in the polar night since that the magnitudeand phaseof the seasonalvariations
HOx is not transported in the model and so the main are generally well representedby the ,nodel in most resink of ozone,H + O3 -+ OH + 02, shutsoff with the set- gions.Over the tropicsthe agreementwith observations
ting of the Sun. Preliminaryresultshaveindicatedthat is within 5% whichsuggests
a goodperformance
by the
better agreementwith observationscan be obtainedby photochemistryand dynamics.
improvingthe representationof HOx constituentsvia
The ,nodelalsoreproduces
the phaseand magnitude
their transport. In the current model the radiative im- of the equinoxmaximumandminimumat mid andhigh
pact of this effect is negligiblesinceit mainly occursin latitudesin both hemispheres.It reproduceswith some
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Figure 10. The 10-yeartime seriesof globally averagedcolumnozone(DU). The thick line is
model results, and the thin line is the single-yearCIRA data set repeated over 10 years.

realism the seasonalevolution of the SH polar w•rtex,
represented by the pr{)gressiveb•fild•p of the v•,rtex
throughout the year and the late spring breakup. Min-

imum columnozonereaches220 Dobson•mits (D[?) in
October, a value which is significantlylower than what
is expectedfrom pre ozonehole conditions[Car'iollcct
al., 1990: WMO. 1999. chap. 4]. The strong Antarctic ozone minimunn

in this version

of the

ClXlAM

is

a transport-induced minimum, reflecting a systematic
dynamical bias in the climatology: the Antarctic vortex
breaks up too late in the year, which implies too little
descent while at the same time preventing meridional
transport into the polar region. This demonstratesthe
impact of dynamical biases on the ozone distribution,
somethingthat needsto be adequately investigatedbefore implementation of more complex processessuchas
heterogeneouschemistry.
Figure 10 showsthe globally averagedcolumn ozone
over 10 years of the model compared to the CIRA ozone

ties between the model and CI1RA are more accentuated

toward the end of the year so that the Oct(•her peak is
higher and the amplitude of the annual cycle is sma!ler•
This is partly due to the excessareomit of ozone n•odeled in SH midlatitudes: it persists all year tml m•)stly
affects the global ozone in the second half of the year
when the SH ozone becomes dominant in
the shape of t•he total ozone.
3.t•. Ozone Variability

An importan• aspect of MAMs is their capability tx)
provide a comprehensive representation of the ozone
spario-temporal variability at various scales. The panels in Figure 11 showfor January, April, July, and October the daytime monthly mean standard deviation. calculated using the information stored every 3 days and
accumulated over the 10 year period. The ozone varb
ability patterns are generally similar for solsticecondi-

(the latter being repeatedfor eachyear). The results tions (Figures 11a and 11c) with low variability values
in the summer hemisphere and a progressive increase
timescaleand is overestimatedby roughly 3% compared toward the winter hemisphere. The region of minirotan
variability covers most of t.he upper stratosphere and
with CIRA throughout the full period. Both the CIl•A
and model total ozoneexhibit two peaks in their annual lower mesosphere.In this region the ozone distribu•Son
cycleswith •he October peak being the weakest. These is driven by photochemistry,and the low degreeof sims a low degree of
maxima occur when the mid to high latitude ()zonecol- ulated variability (below'2%) reflect,
umn amounts are peaking, a phenomenon that occurs variability for the temperature and other constituents.
in spring but is much stronger in t,he NH than in the At high latitudes the variability is large and differs noSH spring. This is the result of strongerplanetary wave ticeably between winter and summer, which is con.sisactivity, leading to greater transport of ozone, in the tent with the dynamical control of ozone in the polar
NH as compared with the SH winter. The discrepan- night. In the regionsbelow ,50hPa and above 0.0.5hPa,
show that

model

ozone is well conserved

on a decadal
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transportgenerallydominatesoverphotochemistry,
and

data sets is required to better characterize this effect.

therefore the ozone variability is larger.

We note finally that an interesting discrepancybeFigure 12 showsthe ozonevariability basedon 4 years tween the simulationand observationsappearsbetween
of measurements from the Solar Backscatter Ultravi20 hPa and 10 hPa. In this region the model predicts
olet instrument,taken from Keating et al. [1990]. It a minimum percentagevariability throughout the year,
showsthat the model results compare reasonablywith whereasthe CIRA showsthe opposite.This is likely asobservationsthroughout the various seasons.For sol- sociatedwith the modeledhigh ozonebias in this layer
stice conditions the 10% contour in the winter hemi(seeFigure2), whichlowersthe percentage
variability.
In the mesopauseregion,ozoneis considerablymore
spheresoccursaround 600-70ø for both the model and
the observations. The observed symmetry centered at variable on a daily basisthan it is in the stratosphere.
the equator during equinox is also captured by the Figure 11 showsthat the monthly variability is largein
model. However,in general, the model appearsto pro- the regionand has the sameorder of magnitudeas the
duce lower variability than the measurementsin the model monthly mean biasesseenon Figure 2. It shows
summerhemispherewhere ozoneis photochemicallyac- the necessity
of characterizing
the ozonevariabilityfrom
tive. This phenomenoncould be attributed to the fact measurementsin this region to addressclimatological
that some of the variability in the region potentially trends of ozone and other constituents. In the winter
comes from scales that are below the model resolution.
mesospherethe high ozonevariability appearsto come
The model diffusionmay also produce too strong ho- from the downwardtransportof ozone,as suggested
by
mogenizationof ozone and its precursorsat resolved the downwardtilting of the isopleths.Suchvariability
scales. In polar regionsthe effect is reversed,and the is expectedas the model dynamicsis largely driven by
model generallyshowslarger variability than the mea- gravity-wave-induceddownwellingin this region.
surementsthroughoutthe year. In this case,the variability can be providedby large-scalefeaturessuchas 4. Ozone Radiative
Feedback

planetarywaves.Modelana!yses
[C'haffey,
2000]inThe results presented so far have included "radiative
deed indicate that the model exhibits too many northfeedback",
namely, the use of prognosticozoneand waern stratosphericwarmingscomparedto measurements.
ter
vapor
to
calculate the heating rates. In order to isoNevertheless,,
further investigationusingmoreextended
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fromthe Committeeon SpaceResearch).

late the effects of the radiative

feedback

on the model

climatology, CMAM has also been run with no radia-

tive feedback(i.e., usingclimatologicalozoneand water
for radiativeforcinginputs) for 3 years. Althougha 3-

runs generally maximize throughout the upper stratosphere/lowermesosphere
regionbut are not uniform. In
the summerhemispherehigh latitudes the warm anoma-

lies (•12 K) which exist in the controlrun have been

year simulation may be somewhat short in general for
identifying anomalies, it appears adequate in this case
given the magnitude of the effects. Figure 13 showsthe
temperature differencesbetween the model and CIRA

reduced significantly with the use of interactive ozone.
In this region it is known that the atmosphereis close
to radiative equilibrium and is essentially dependent
upon the local amount of ozone. The fact that the
climatologies[from Fleming et al., 1990] for January model temperaturesfor the interactive run agree well
and July for both the noninteractive(Figures13a and with CIRA temperatures in the vicinity of the summer
13b) and interactivecase(Figures13c and 13d). We stratopause, while the density of 03 is low compared
note that these results were produced with an earlier with CIRA 03 (Figure 2), suggestsa possibleinconsisversion of the model which included a GW source differtency betweenthe CIRA temperature and ozoneclimaent from the one otherwiseused in this study. This GW
tologiesin this region. In the lower mesospheresummer
sourceproduceda robust warm temperature anomaly in the ozone sink due to the Chapman reactions, which
the winter SH lower stratosphere, forced by the overly are temperature-dependent, can provide an important
strong adiabatic descentwithin the polar vortex. This negative feedback controlling temperature in an intermodel version also tended to generate a cold anomaly active model. However, it is also conceivablethat the
in the lower stratosphere, which may be associated CIRA temperature and ozone measurementsare conwith the use of the Morcrette
radiation
scheme which
sistent and that the model's improvement is the result
overestimates
coolingin this region[seeFomichevand of cancellingerrors. More detailed analysisusing indeBlanchet,1995]. However,thesesystematicmodel bi- pendent measurementsfrom UARS could clarify some
ases are irrelevant

to the conclusions

drawn

below.

In regionswhere the model is closeto radiative equilibrium, the results show that the impact of including
interactive ozone in the model is significant. Over the
tropics near the stratopause, the interactive run producescoolertemperature by 5 to 8 K comparedwith the
noninteractiveresults,a radiative effectlikely generated
by lower simulated ozone comparedwith the CIRA cli-

matologyusedin the noninteractiverun (comparewith
Figure2). The temperaturedifferences
betweenthe two

o• these uncertainties.

5.

Further

Discussion

and

Model

Development
For the transport of speciesthe current results show
that the spectral techniqueremains relatively accurate
if careful attention is paid to avoid the developmentof
sharp gradients in speciesdistributions. In the current
context the use of the family approach for the transport
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Figure 13. The 3-yearmonthlymeantemperature
difference
(K) between
modelandCIRA
[Fleming
et al., 1990].With noninteractive
chemistry
for (a) January
and(b) July,andwith
interactivechemistryfor (c) Januaryand (d) July.

of short-lived constituentswas necessaryand, evidently,

largelysufficient
to preventanynumericalproblems
as-

stratosphere below about 50 km and found that much
of the problem revolvesaround the rate for O + HO• -•

sociatedwith the hole-filling scheme.The resultsshow OH +O•, whichthey suggestshouldbe about 40% lower
in particularthat the global conservation
of all con- than listedin the Jet PropulsionLaboratory(JPL) comstituents and families is well modeled without having pilation [DeMote et al., 1994,1997].They alsosuggest
to explicitlyincorporateany artificialmassconservation that HC1 production from OH + C10 --> HC1+ O• plays
measures. Given the length of the model integrations an important role. Above, in the mesosphere,contemof OH, HO•,
and the need to study long-term trends, this property poraneous(or nearly so) measurements
H•O,
and
03
by
several
groups
along
with
modeling
of the spectraltechniqueis very important. The specstudies
also
implicate
the
O
+
HO•
-•
OH
+
O• rate
tral techniquealsopreserves
quite well the large-scale
constant
[e.g.,
Jucks
et
al.,
1998;
Summers
et
al.,
1997;
gradientsin speciesdistributions,which is an important requirementin the middle atmospherewheregra- Sandorand Clancy,1998]. The resultsamongthe difdientsare sometimeslarge and can persistfor several ferent groups are not consistent,but they do clearly
months. The method is also relatively inexpensive in point to the need for more laboratory work on the
terms of CPU and memoryrequirements,and is numer- above reaction, as well as on O + OH --> H + O• and
ically stable.However,with the future implementation OH + HO• --• H•O + O•, before further assessmentis
of heterogeneous
chemistryand thusthe potentialfor made of their implementation in any model usedfor cliadditionalprocesses
occurringin verylimited areas,the mate simulations. The importance of the possibility of
useof spectraltransportbecomesproblematicaldue to acid production from the OH+C10 -• HCi+O• reaction
its inability to properlyrepresentsmall-scalefeatures. appears to have been first suggestedby McElroy and
Other transport schemealternativesare being investi- $alawitch[1989],and its importancehas been alluded
to above. We have included this reaction and a similar
gated.
On the aspectof the ozonedeficit, there has been one for HBr production using the work of Chartrand
muchrecentwork that appliesto this problem[WMO, andMcConnell[1998]as a guidefor the rate constants,

1999,chap.6].Buildingon earlierwork,Khosraviet al. and have performed somesensitivity tests in the CMAM
[1998]addressed
the ozonedeficitproblemin the upper with and without theserates. We have found only mod-
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est increases in ozone of the order of 3-4% in limited
areas with the inclusion of these rates and the use of the
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pact that propagatesdown and potentially improvesthe
model climatology and speciesdistribution over the en-

model'sprognosticCH4. These findingsare similar to tire model domain.
thoseof Khosraviet al. [1998],whopoint out that there
is better agreementwhen CH4 observationsas opposed 6. Summary
to model CH4 values are used.

The Canadian Middle Atmosphere Model has been
An important missing element necessaryfor longterm simulations, particularly those which aim to in- used to study the ozone distribution throughout a dovestigatethe possibilityof the developmentof a boreal main that extends from the surface to approximately
ozonehole[Shindellet al., 1998],is polar stratospheric 95 km. The model is radiatively coupled with an on-line
cloud (PSC) chemistry. The heterogeneous
chemistry photochemical module that provides prognostic ozone
module is currently being tested on-line and shouldbe and water vapor at every time step from the middle
available for long-term integration in the near future. troposphere to the top of the model. First-order di-

agnosticsfrom a 10-year model integration have been
compared with the CIRA climatology. In the stratospring climatology in the polar regions, most notably sphere the results are in general agreement with the
the strengthand stability of the polar vorticesand their referencemodel in terms of monthly mean and seasonal
transient evolution. In this respect, an improved under- variability. The main area of discrepancywith the obstanding of the most appropriate GW sourcedistribu- servationsis in the upper stratosphere,where the model
tions for GWD parameterization schemesis required. appearsto underestimateozonebackgroundconditions.
The model conservesimportant quantities such as
Another important aspect of Arctic polar dynamics to
be investigatedis the frequencyand strength of sud- total ozone and column ozone over a long timescale.
den stratosphericwarmingsfor which modelsgenerally The results showinginterannual and seasonalevolution
of column ozone also indicate that the general circuladifferfrom observations
[Pawsonet al., 2000].
Sensitivity studies are also planned to improve the tion and ozonebudget are well reproduced. The model
vertical resolution of the model in the region cover- also provides a comprehensiverepresentation of ozone
ing the upper troposphereand lower stratosphere.The monthly mean variability for solsticeand equinox conditions. The results show furthermore
that the model
tropical tropopause region is known to be important
for transport betweenthe troposphereand stratosphere, is capable of representing processesover a large dowith this regionplayingan important role in the budget main and a wide range of timescales,from large diurnal
of long-lived constituents. Accurate simulation of the variations in the mesosphereto the seasonal cycle in
transport processesin this region is therefore particu- stratosphere-troposphereexchange.
The impact of incorporating ozoneradiative feedback
larly important. High vertical resolution in this region
could potentially be very beneficial in the model, help- on the model climatology has been analyzed. The reing to improve the distribution of temperature and wa- sults show that minor changesin the ozone distributer vapor, and hence allow us to address climate issues tion may have a significant impact upon model temperatures in specific regions, particularly in the sumrelated to ozone trends and aircraft emissions. Such new
applications would also require further model develop- mer stratopause region where the atmosphere is near
ment in the upper troposphere, for example, including radiative equilibrium. In the case of CMAM the incorthe downward extension of the chemistry module and poration of the ozone radiative coupling has removed
the implementation of a database of emissionsof ozone a persistent warm bias in the model and brought the
CMAM temperatures closer to CIRA despite the fact
precursors.
The calculation of photolytic rates and radiative heat- that modeledozoneis lower than the CIRA climatoging rates are two independentcalculationsin this ver- ical values. This result raises some questions about a
sion of the model, and there are definite plans to make possibleinconsistencybetween the two CIRA data sets.
The study showsthat the CMAM with interactive ozone
both calculations consistent in a future version of the
model. This work would require significant changesto can be used in a large range of applications which rethe shortwaveradiation code such as adding new spec- quire the inclusion of a comprehensiverepresentation of
tral intervals and calculating solar heating over nar- photochemical feedbacks.
The utility of simulationswith PSCs will alsodependon
the model's capability to reproduce a reliable winter-

rower spectral intervals. The mesosphere and lower
thermosphereregionsare areaswhere further model developmentsare also necessaryto include chemical heating processeswhich can potentially play an important
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